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ABSTRACT

Language is a tool of communication between cultures. Color idioms are language expressions that are used beyond their apparent meanings, using colors to express moods and feelings. They are culture bound and is only fully understood through understanding of their original culture. The aim of this study was to propose an instructional unit on color idioms, and investigate its effectiveness on the development of cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation among non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education. It was an experimental study of one-group design, conducted in the first semester of the academic year 2020/2021. Data were collected from (22) participants through two scales: a scale on participants’ cultural awareness skills and another scale on their attitudes toward translation, both prepared by the researcher. Later, sets of data were statistically analyzed using different statistical techniques. The results of the analyses revealed that participants had developed their cultural awareness skills and maintain better attitudes toward translation. In the light of findings, necessary implications, suggestions for further research, and recommendations were provided for curricula and policy makers, researchers, teachers, and students regarding raising cultural awareness and developing positive attitudes towards translation.
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أثر وحدة مقترحة عن التعابير الإصطلاحية ذات الألوان في تنمية الوعي الثقافي والاتجاه نحو الترجمة لدى الطلاب غير المتخصصين في اللغة الإنجليزية

المؤلف

اللغة هي وسيلة التواصل الأولي بين الثقافات المختلفة. والتعابير الإصطلاحية تمثل مكوناً لغويًا وثقافياً أساسياً من مكونات اللغة الإنجليزية. وتعد التعابير الإصطلاحية ذات الألوان واحدة منهما، وهي تعتمد على استخدام الألوان مجازاً لإعطاء مدلول معين، أو للإشارة إلى وضع ما أو حال بعينه. وتترجم هذه التعابير على النحو الصحيح يستلزم التمثيل بمستوي كاف من مهارات الوعي الثقافي. وقد هدفت هذه الدراسة التي تعرف أثر استخدام وحدة تدريسية مقترحة عن التعابير الإصطلاحية ذات الألوان في تنمية مهارات الوعي الثقافي والاتجاه نحو الترجمة لدى الطلاب غير المتخصصين في اللغة الإنجليزية بكلية التربية ببورسعيد. وضمت أدوات الدراسة مقياس في مهارات الوعي الثقافي، ومقياس آخر في الاتجاه نحو الترجمة، وكلاهما من أعداد الباحث، والذين جرّب تطبقهما قبلًا وعدها على عينة البحث (ن=20).

بالإضافة إلى الوحدة التدريبية المقترحة التي جرى تدريسها لعينة البحث في الفصل الدراسي الأول من العام الجامعي 2020 / 2021. وكشفت نتائج الدراسة عن وجود فروق دالة إحصائياً بين متوسطات درجات التطبيق اللفظي والبعدي في أبعاد مقياس في مهارات الوعي الثقافي، ومقياس الاتجاه نحو الترجمة، لصالح التطبيق اللفظي، وما يشير إلى فعالية الوحدة التدريسية المقترحة في تنمية مهارات الوعي الثقافي والاتجاه نحو الترجمة لدى الطلاب غير المتخصصين في اللغة الإنجليزية. وفي ضوء النتائج التي خصصت لها، أنتجت هذه الدراسة بعض التطبيقات التربوية، والمقترحات البحثية، والتوصيات المفيدة لمعمل اللغة الإنجليزية، وطلابها، وباحثيها ومطوريها مناهاها.

الكلمات المفتاحية

التعابير الإصطلاحية ذات الألوان، الوعي الثقافي، الاتجاه نحو الترجمة، الطلاب غير المتخصصين في اللغة الإنجليزية.
## 1.1. Introduction

Learning a foreign language is thought to be a cultural experience. This idea is widely supported in research literature (e.g., Kahraman, 2016; Dweik & Al-sayyed, 2015; Hesar & Zarfsaz, 2012). Basically, the concept of “culture” refers to the social characteristics shared in common by a particular group of people living in a given community. Culture is made up of both non-material and material aspects related to people’s way of life including language, religion, music, literature, values, beliefs, customs and social traditions which govern their society and affect the social environment they share, and the ethnics they have (Arabski & Wojtaszek, 2011; Brown, 2007).

In this regard, culture and language are believed to be intimately connected (Aydemir & Mede, 2014; Atay, et al., 2009). Language is the main tool that individuals use with one another for expression of their thoughts and feelings, for communication and sharing of knowledge, and for reflection of values, beliefs and perceptions of their surrounding world. Corbett (2003) states that, to learn a specific language means not only learning its alphabet, word order, and grammar, but also learning of a set of cultural traditions, norms, customs attitudes, beliefs, conventions, and values that are shared by the individuals speaking that language. Accordingly, learning a particular language, involving the English language, brings learners closer to how the people, who originally speak it, think, behave, communicate with others, and perceive their surroundings (Belli, 2018; Arabski & Wojtaszek, 2011).

On this point, globalization of the English language, as being the dominant world language of science, business, and academia, increases EFL students’ need for the development of their cultural awareness skills (Farooq, et al., 2018; Abdzadeh, 2017; Abushihab, 2016). There is no single accepted definition of cultural awareness in related literature. It is thought to be consciousness and aware of similarities and differences of cultural values, beliefs, and perceptions between two or more cultures (Kahraman, 2016:3). According to Tomalin & Stempleski (2013), cultural awareness is an individuals’ ability not only to see and comprehend the potential benefits of other people’s values and beliefs; but also to accept their own personalities and beliefs. Moreover, Karabinar & Guler, (2012) indicated cultural awareness refers to the qualities of openness and flexibility that one develops in relation to other people.

Relevant literature revealed that it is nearly impossible for language learners to understand the meanings and connotations of words and vocabulary without a satisfactory level of cultural awareness skills of the culture to which the target language belongs (Abdzadeh, 2017; Karabinar & Guler, 2012; Mao, 2009). In the absence of cultural awareness skills, EFL
learners tend to underestimate the importance of communication and collaboration with others. To begin with, Bada (2000:101) asserted the critical need for developing cultural awareness among language learners in order to avoid significant hardship in communicating meaning to native speakers, and assuming that the beliefs of other individuals are inaccurate, false and unacceptable. Besides, Belli (2018) believed that lack of cultural awareness hinders learners’ ability to understand their own as well as the target culture, leading to inappropriate judgments about their cultural values.

Looking at idioms, they are originally language expressions which spontaneously convey the thoughts, emotions, traditions, customs and values exist in a specific culture (Yagiz & Izadpanah, 2013; Kovecses, 2010). Primarily, idioms are multiword fixed expressions which represent a collection of prevailing phrases, sayings or groups of words used in a specific society to reflect a commonly cultural experience or shared social ideas and feelings. They are mainly composed of a number of words that are difficult to be fully comprehended separately, but helps language learners delve deeper into how feelings and thoughts are structured collectively in a specific culture (Galal, 2014). According to Baker (2011:67), idioms are frozen patterns of language often carrying meanings which cannot be deduced from their individual components as they are derived from the local culture.

There is an increased interest in researching idioms from a cultural perspective in related literature (e.g., Rezaeifard & Chalak, 2017; Guineng, 2012; Al-Adaileh, 2012; Yang, 2010; Gvozdariov, 2009; Chielens, 2007; Grant & Bauer, 2004). For instance, According to Grant & Bauer (2004), idiom are a mirror of the culture they belong to and they generally have the following cultural traits: (a) their content may have been originated from historical incidents and contemporaneous conventions in society of the time, (b) they reflect social customs and habits affected by economy, politics and literary, (c) they reflect religious beliefs of people, (d) they reflect the geographical backgrounds of the place where people live such as water and temperature, (e) they reflect sports which occupies an important position in the lives of a particular group such as golf, soccer, rugby, hockey and boxing.

Traditionally, the English language is a one that is crowded with idioms. Color idioms are a part of idioms which have always been an issue for the discussion in related literature (e.g., Al-Adaileh, 2012; Turner, 2009; Chielens, 2007; King, 2005). Originally, color idioms are phrases or sayings used beyond their apparent meanings, using colors to express moods and feelings. Examples of color idioms in English may include “out of the blue”, “green with envy”, “gray area”, and “black sheep”. Color idioms are
culture bound and is only fully understood through understanding of their original culture (Turner, 2009; Bortoli & Maroto, 2008; Wright, 2004). Their meanings vary from one culture to another. For example, Bortoli & Maroto (2008) stressed that green is the color of positive life concepts in most cultures such as inspiration, money, virtue, harmony, peace and hope. On the other hand, Wright (2004) indicated that it is the color of blindness, boredom and stagnation in other cultures. Turner (2009) linked blue to heaven, mercy, mystery and love; whereas Wright (2004) linked blue to unfriendliness, coldness and lack of emotions.

As idioms, including color idioms, are incorporated into a great deal of TEFL lessons and activities, they reflect the culture they belong to and be characterized as a culture specific element. EFL students always feel curious about translating idioms. However, there are many translation problems of idioms that are hard to overcome, including the uniqueness of the language and culture they originated in, and historical backgrounds (House, 2015; Salamah, 2015). Such problems may lower students’ attitudes toward translation of color idioms, as EFL learner’s main purpose has to provide precise and easily understood expressions (Ping, 2018; Shojaei, 2012).

Apart from the above-mentioned studies, there is little empirical research in Egypt and the Arab area, to the researcher’s best knowledge, on the investigation of color idiomatic expressions in the development of cultural awareness skills. The majority of research on idiomatic translation has greatly concentrated on exploring commonly used or general translation skills, paying limited attention to cultural awareness skills (e.g., Al-Kadi, 2015; Manzoor & Kiran, 2015). Added to this, little attention was paid to EFL students’ attitudes toward translation, which is an important indicator of students’ ability to translate color idioms accurately. Aiming to make a significant contribution, this study explored the effectiveness of using a proposed unit on color idioms in developing cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation among non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education.

1.2 The Problem Context

Color Idioms are cultural and social in nature (Alotaibii, 2020). Related EFL studies agree upon a close link between translation of color idioms and the development of cultural awareness skills to comprehend and retain common idioms, and to avoid misinterpretation of the idiom meaning (e.g., Ping, 2018; Salamah, 2015; Shojaei, 2012; Allan, 2009).

However, this closed link is somewhat undervalued in Port Said Faculty of Education. This finding had been derived from the researcher’s own observations and experience as a language instructor for non-specialist students of English who are provided with an English course aiming to
create good opportunities for developing their abilities of communication based on their values, cultural norms, thoughts and needs; as well as develop their curiosity towards both the target and home culture. In such a course, they are exposed to authentic language materials, including a large group of reading, writing, speaking, translation and grammar tasks that seek to heighten their interest and increase their motivation for learning the English language.

However, the researcher observed that the cultural issues in the course are not addressed as well as possible by the assigned language teachers due to factors like shortage of time, lack of cultural knowledge, or lack of training as to which aspects of culture to teach, among other things. As a result, it was evident that non-specialist students of English lack openness and sensitivity to others’ values and beliefs, and know little about the importance of understanding cultural differences. Some were unable to communicate and work effectively with other peers from diverse cultural and religious backgrounds. In this EFL context, language mistakes and misunderstandings were likely to occur, ones that can be avoided if they have a thorough understanding of the others’ local culture. They were reluctant to participate when asked to provide translations of an idiom, especially color idioms. It was apparent that they did not comprehend color idioms in the right way. Gradually, most of them became too dependent on the lecturer, and developed negative attitudes toward translation of color idioms, causing them to lose interest in the course as well as increasing their feelings of tension and anxiety.

To survey this problem, the researcher conducted semi-structured interviews with a sample of (7) participants of non-specialist students of English enrolled in the second level at Port Said Faculty of Education. These interviews communicated to the researcher their frustration and worry about integrating idioms in particular, and cultural related aspects in their English course. Some confessed that they do not welcome engaging in language activities that include vastly different experiences because of their limited knowledge of the culturally appropriate behavior. Some expressed their unwillingness to seek more information and multiple perspectives of any language subject discussed. Some justified their inappropriate responses to their peers from diverse cultural and religious backgrounds to their limited knowledge of culturally appropriate ways to address, express gratitude, and agree or disagree with others.

Seemingly, the development of cultural awareness skills was a priority. Added to this, there was an apparent need among the non-specialist students of English at Port Said faculty of education to develop a coherent training course to help them learn color idioms, learn how to deal with other people and how to demonstrate empathy, effective engagement and
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tolerance, and establish the appreciation of similarities and differences among cultures. A well-constructed instructional unit was thought to be a good starting point for the non-specialist students of English to acquire the necessary cultural awareness skills.

With this in mind, a review of related literature was carried out to provide the researcher insight into the cultural competence and cultural awareness skills in language education classes. Cultural awareness skills were found a requisite to help language learners understand and accept cultural differences, get insight into the shared human needs, and be flexible and tolerant of others’ ways of doing things (e.g., Kahraman, 2016; Dweik & Al-sayyed, 2015; Lee, 2009; Wang, 2008; Corbett, 2003). What is more, the findings of related literature confirmed that color idioms mirror the cultural values of the society in which the language is spoken. They have unique cultural connections which make their understanding and interpretation is not an easy task (Howwar, 2013). In this regard, translation of idioms was supported in related literature as a way to develop cultural awareness skills because EFL learners, when translating an idiom from one language to another, pay more attention to cultural features and meaning of idioms (e.g., Ping, 2018; Salamah, 2015; Shojaei, 2012; Grant & Bauer, 2004).

Although a considerable amount of related literature has been devoted to idioms and their translation in the EFL context, very little has been said about color idiom and their role in developing cultural awareness skills necessary for provide a high-quality translation of these idioms. Inspired by this scarcity of such a research in Egypt and the Arab area, the present study focused on investigating the effectiveness of a proposed training program based on idiomatic translation in developing cultural awareness skills and attitudes towards translation among non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education.

1-3 Statement of the Research Problem

The non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education had limited cultural awareness skills when they come across in color idioms activities, represented in their lack of adequate openness and sensitivity to other cultures, inappropriate communication to other peers from diverse cultural backgrounds, both verbally and non-verbally, and limited evaluation of their own and others’ local cultures. This led to misinterpretations of the color idioms’ original meanings. These aspects of weaknesses may be attributed to their inappropriate training on cultural awareness skills. Using a proposed unit based on instruction and translation of color idioms, which are cultural and social in nature, and investigating its effect on developing their cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation, was suggested in this research.
1.4. Research Questions
Mainly, this study sought an answer to the following question: “What is the effectiveness of a proposed training unit on color idioms in developing cultural awareness and attitudes toward translation among the non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education?”.

Accordingly, the following research sub-questions guided this study:
1. What are color idioms in English?
2. What are cultural awareness skills necessary for the non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education?
3. What are the components of the proposed unit on color idioms?
4. What is the effect of teaching the proposed unit on developing cultural awareness skills among the non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education?
5. What is the effect of teaching the proposed unit on developing attitudes toward translation among the non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education?

1.5. Aims
The major aim of this research was to investigate, as carefully and precisely as possible, the effectiveness of teaching a proposed training unit on color idioms in developing cultural awareness and attitudes toward translation among the non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education. To achieve this aim, this study tried to achieve the following objectives:
1. To highlight color idioms in English, and critical cultural awareness skills necessary for the non-specialist students of English to be developed at both professional and social levels.
2. To provide a well-controlled experiment for building and teaching a proposed unit for the development of cultural awareness skills in a way that can strengthen the link between theory and practice.
3. To suggest a series of EFL teaching materials and procedures for raising students’ low levels of attitudes toward translation as a base for encouraging non-specialist students of English to pursue their language interests and keep learning the English at their own pace.

1.6. Significance
It was hoped that the findings of this study can contribute to:
1- Provide non-specialist students of English with a significant instructional unit to raise cultural awareness skills critical to understand similarities and differences around rules, norms among cultures, and avoid the risks of misunderstanding and miscommunication across cultures.
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2- Help EFL teachers recognize and identify a new methodology to help their students learn and cooperate together and openly recognize ways for conveying ideas effectively with other individuals of different cultural backgrounds.

3- Help EFL researchers take a closer look at the relationship between translation use and the cultural competence in English education classes that may enable non-specialist students of English to find effective solutions to problems they confront in communication with other individuals of different cultural backgrounds in their everyday lives.

4- Help EFL curricula developers and university policy makers organize what will be taught about idioms, cultural awareness as an issue, problem need to be addressed among non-specialist students of English, and the content to support the development of their cultural competence.

1.7. Procedural Definitions of Terms:
For the purposes of this research, the main terms are procedurally defined as:

1. **Idiom**: a common verbal phrase or expression in a fixed order that means something different to the literal meaning of its words.

2. **Color Idioms**: idiomatic expressions using colors beyond their apparent meanings to express varied moods and feelings.

3. **Idiomatic Translation**: to interpret and translate idioms mentioned in the target text.

4. **Culture**: a set of ideas, customs, arts, and tools that characterize the way of life of a particular group of individuals during a given period of time.

5. **Cultural awareness**: to be aware of, appreciate, understand, and accept the cultural similarities and differences that exist across cultures.

6. **Cultural awareness Skills**: a set of mental abilities required to help the non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education to be consciousness and aware of similarities and differences across two or more civilizations.

7. **Attitudes toward Translation**: a set of acquired, not natural, favorable or unfavorable, behaviors shown by non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education towards the color idiom they translate.

8. **Non-specialist students of English**: Undergraduate students, except students of the English department, enrolled in the second level at Port Said Faculty of Education, taking an English for non-specialists’
course as an educational requirement in addition to their normal courses of study.

II. Theoretical Framework

This section serves as a summary and review of recent literature on culture, cultural awareness, relationship among language and culture, idioms as a culture-based language expression, color idioms, and the nature of idiomatic translation.

2.1. Culture

Culture is not an easy term to explain because it changes over time. There are some important definitions that can further understanding of the concept of culture. One of the general definitions of culture is proposed in the study of Bowman, et al., (2016) in which culture was defined as a set of values, beliefs and thought that belong to a particular society. It refers to individuals’ behaviors, ideas, skills, arts, beliefs and perceptions of the surroundings worldviews. Further, the study of Nieto & Booth (2010) defined culture as what a particular group of people constantly learn, invent, develop and pass on to other groups including acceptable and unacceptable patterns of customs, behaviors, values and traditions through varied contexts of verbal or nonverbal communication across groups.

Moreover, Javdani & Mahboudi (2012) shared a belief that culture is divided into two main categories: (1) big C: it is called visible culture including a culture’s literature, classical music, architecture, historical figures, and geography, (2) little c: it is called invisible including people’s every day way of thinking and behavior, traditions, practices, opinions, core valued, and attitudes. In this context, Sewell (2005) divided culture into five main categories, as follow:

(i) **Culture as learned**: it includes all forms of learned behaviors that pass on from one generation to another such as believes, customs, habits and myths.

(ii) **Culture as institutional sphere**: it assumes that culture is formed by clusters of institutional spheres such as the spheres of politics, and economy.

(iii) **Culture as creativity**: it assumes that culture is grown at a strong tradition.

(iv) **Culture as the system of symbols**: it assumes that culture as a system of symbols and meanings is influenced by a number of a demographic, geographical, and technological variables.

(v) **Culture as practice**: it assumes that culture practice depends on a group of variables including willful action, power relations, and change.
It is evident that a culture in a given society affects and is affected by the context of living, way of thinking, thoughts and feeling, one's social relations with the other members of the society. It affects one's sense of responsibility towards others and the ability of managing social behaviors. Rogoff (2003:12) indicated that culture is changeable, and vary from one social group to another inside the one society, insisting that varied cultural practices among groups of people inside the same society does not mean that only one group's way of life is the 'right' one, and then disregarding the others. For the purposes of the current study, culture is a set of ideas, customs, arts, and tools that characterize the way of life of a particular group during a given period of time.

2.2. Cultural Awareness

A quick glance at related literature reveals that cultural awareness has been one of the most attractive research areas in recent decades (e.g., Kourova & Modianos, 2013; Tomalin & Stempleski, 2013; Lum, 2010). In related literature, there is no single definition of the concept of cultural awareness. According to Lum (2010), cultural awareness is the competence to know cultural backgrounds, issues, and relationships with conscious attention through the mind and sense. Further, the study of Nieto & Booth (2010) asserted that cultural awareness is one's ability to communicate, understand and accept negative and positive cultural traits of others and his/her own. Tomlinson and Masuhara (2004) looked at cultural awareness from two perspectives: (i) remarking to the totality of the way of life shared by a particular group of people with concern to characteristics, circumstances, activities, values, conventions and beliefs; and (ii) remarking to the beliefs, ideas and behaviors prevailed in a community of people who share the same capabilities, attitudes, motives, interests and targets. For the purposes of the current study, cultural awareness is to be aware of, appreciate, understand, and accept the cultural similarities and differences that exist across cultures.

According to Wunderle (2006), the process of cultural awareness is developed through five levels, as follow:

(i) *Data and information*: In this level, an individual collects a clear data and information from a wide range of sources about the cultural similarities and differences between two or more societies in order to assist the communication process with others from different cultural backgrounds.

(ii) *Cultural consideration*: In this level, an individual begins to gain an understanding of the culture, and considers the values and conventions included in it to make the communication process stronger.
(iii) **Cultural knowledge**: In this level, an individual begins to use the information and cultural considerations owned in making a comparison and contrast between others’ cultures and his own culture.

(iv) **Cultural understanding**: In this level, the individual increases his own cultural understanding through advanced training that can provide awareness in the process of thinking, the process of making a decision, and the motivating factors behind.

(v) **Cultural competence**: In this level, the individual focuses on planning decisions taken in certain situations.

Past research studies agree that possessing a satisfactory level of cultural awareness provide students with a wide range of benefit such as understanding and respecting the way of life of others. Tomalin & Stempleski (2013) indicated that cultural awareness helps students to be more comprehending and tolerant of varies customs, ideas and behaviors that are different from their own. Added to this, Kourova & Modianos (2013) believed that cultural awareness helps students not only to understand and appreciate similarities and differences with other people of different cultural backgrounds, but also is an effective tool to bring students closer to the richness their own local culture. Furthermore, the study of Shemshadsara (2012) indicated that increased cultural awareness and positive attitudes towards cross-cultural differences prevents possible conflicts that may arise among students as a result of misinterpretations, stereotypes, and ethnocentrism as well as prejudice.

2.3. Integrating Cultural Awareness in Language Education

Atay, et al., (2009) concluded that the relation between language and culture is embodied in the individual person, thought to be a thinker, a creator, and a transmitter of culture, who uses the language for communication with others. A quick glance at related literature reveals that relationship between language and cultural awareness is inseparable. Integration of cultural awareness in the foreign language learning and teaching was inevitably recommended by a number of researchers. To begin with, Cakir (2006) argued that cultural awareness should be taught in the language classroom through greetings, expressions, dialogues, and everything students hear inside the classroom to help students grasp the differences between their own culture and other cultures. Moreover, Abdzadeh (2017) concluded that the integration of cultural awareness, alongside with other cultural factors, into the EFL classrooms is critical to help EFL students achieve a better understanding of the English language and to ensure their capabilities of successful cross-cultural communication in real situations.
Additionally, Zhao (2009) provided the following suggestions to foster EFL students’ cross-cultural awareness: (1) to get EFL learners acquainted with the customs, habits, and life-styles generally accepted in the English speaking countries; (2) to get EFL learners acquainted with the effect of the interaction between language and specific social variables on individual’s way of thinking, speech and act; and (3) to raise EFL students’ ability to objectively assess other cultures. In a more recent work conducted by Barany (2016) shared a belief that cultural awareness should be integrated into the teaching of all the four language skills in order to help language learners speak the target language in culturally appropriate ways.

2.4. An Idiom as a Culture-based Language Expression

Idioms are found in every culture. In addition to its role as a linguistic representation of a certain language, they express a system of habits, traditions, customs, lifestyles, values, conventions of the society they belong to. Related studies agree that every idiom carry a cultural specific meaning which cannot be interpreted easily away from its original culture. Yang (2010:148) shared a belief that the geographical location of a given culture significantly affects the formation of an idiom. Guineng (2012:109) stressed that there are three factors which influence idioms as cultural-based language expressions:

(i) *Geographical location*: most idioms that appear in a culture which is famous for sailing, agriculture or manufacture would be related to these specific geographic elements;

(ii) *Historical background*: historical events, customs of a particular culture, the type of country government, or the presence of royal families are reflected in the idiom used inside the society; and

(iii) *Religion*: religious views of a culture tend also to appear in idioms.

Broadly speaking, idioms are defined, according to the study of Liu (2012) as linguistic components providing information in regard to the conceptual system of a specific society. According to Abel (2003), an idiom is a fixed expression which it is difficult to be comprehended from its singular words. Added to this, Ping (2018), states that every idiom consists of the following features:

- The whole unit of an idiom possesses one meaning;
- It is impossible to understand the meaning from its separate words;
- There is an inner interdependence among the idiom words;
- Lexical content is always the same;
- Idioms are constant elements of everyday speech;
- The presence of particular environment.
It is well known that idioms are used unconsciously in everyday life. According to Rezaeifard & Chalak (2017), the difficulty of providing suitable equivalents causes a lot of misunderstandings and makes dealing with idioms a challenging task activity for EFL learners. Additionally, Liu (2012) indicated that idioms are culture-specific expressions, and using them with non-native language speakers without suitable equivalents can cause communication breakdowns. Examples of common English idioms that express both linguistic and cultural representations may include “Burning the midnight oil”, a cultural idiomatic expression appeared in the period before the advent of electric lighting, meaning to keep working late into the night.

2.5. Color Idioms

Words denoting colors are used heavily in idiomatic expressions, either negatively or positively, representing cultural backgrounds and history of the language. Color idioms is a type of idiomatic expressions that is both artistic and popular, heard and read many times, and in which culture plays an important role in their interpretation (Oualif, 2017). Added to this, according to Dumitrascu (2007), a color idiom is an idiomatic expression that:

- Is comprised of at least one word referring to a certain color.
- Has a hidden meaning, and the color itself is not directly implied.

Hasan, et al., (2011) asserted that interpretation of color idioms varies widely by different nations, and can be influenced by: (i) cultural associations, (ii) political and historical associations, and (iii) religious and mythical associations. Both of English and Arabic share the phenomenon of color idioms. For example, *Black* is a popular color used in English idioms to give the sense of darkness as in the 'black market' and the 'blacklist' idioms. On the contrary, black is often contrasted with white in numerous other domains as in the idiom “*Put something down in black and white*”, meaning to write something down on a paper for purposes of confirmation.

Figure 2.1: Key associations of the color black in English and Arabic
(Source: Alotaibii, 2020:104)
Arabic use a wide range of color idioms, as in 'بي بي' meaning to do a favor, 'white day', meaning to have a good day, or 'white heart', meaning someone is kind. Table (2.1) presents a selection of color idioms in Arabic and their translations into English.

### Table (2.1): A Selection of Color Idioms in Arabic and Their Translations into English

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color Idioms in Arabic</th>
<th>Translation in English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>قلبه أسود</td>
<td>He is mean/evil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>يوم أسود</td>
<td>A bad day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>السوق السوداء</td>
<td>Black market (the same as in Arabic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>يا أبيض يا أسود</td>
<td>A very strict person with a clear vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>أولى العين الحمراء</td>
<td>Being strict or angry with someone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>وشام الحمراء</td>
<td>Very angry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>خط أحمر</td>
<td>Very important or forbidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>ابتسم ابتسمة صفراء</td>
<td>Not giving a true smile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>وشام صفر</td>
<td>Being ill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>وشام صفر وخطر</td>
<td>Being shocked or scared</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.6. Idiomatic Translation

Translation is generally defined as the process of conveying the meanings and content of a source text, as accurately as possible, to an equivalent target text. Today, translation remains paramount in improving and aiding everyday communication among people and ensuring comprehension of other cultures. Nida (1964, cited in House, 2015) claimed that without translation, much would have been missed since translation is a bridge between different cultures, a mediator to overcome shared lingua-cultural barriers.

Related research studies agree translation of idioms that have cultural bound meanings might be problematic. Tran (2012) indicated the importance of considering culture in the process of translation, arguing that translators have to acquire adequate level of cultural knowledge to make translation of cultural loaded idioms easy. Additionally, Violetta (2015) stressed that, when translating cultural specific idioms, finding the suitable equivalence in the target language may be a challenging task due to cultural barriers.
gaps. According to Al Zahrani (2018), difficulties in translating English idioms into Arabic can be divided into the following:

1- *Non-equivalence in Translation*: some English idioms have not an equivalent in Arabic, and only can be expressed using one word or phrase. For example, the English idiom “*To feel blue*” has not an Arabic equivalent. However, sometimes it is translated as (مأزق or مزق)

2- *Cultural Problems*: former knowledge on the cultural specificity of idioms is significant. For example, “*as white as snow*” is an English idiom translated as “*white as cotton or milk*” into Arabic because the Arab countries are not familiar with snow.

3- *Expressions with Two Meanings*: sometimes, an English idiom holds two meanings, one is literal, and the other is idiomatic. This happens mostly with idioms based on a physical image, such as the idiom *a slap on the face*. This idiom has two meanings. The first is literal, that is to insult someone, whereas

Furthermore, Nolan (2005) concluded that lack of an equivalent idiom in the target language that corresponds to the source idiom in both form and meaning poses a big problem for every translator. Likewise, Zarei & Pour (2013) concluded that fixed word orders of idioms, non-literal meanings, as well as the special word grouping of some idioms are the primary reasons for the challenges EFL students confront when dealing with idioms.

In spite of the above-mentioned idiomatic translation difficulties, some translation strategies were identified in related research to produce a seemingly natural translation of idioms. Al-Shawi & Mahadi (2012) proposed the following strategies to avoid difficulties in translating English idioms into Arabic:

1. Using a parallel Arabic idiom: this strategy is used to ensure conveying the same meaning as that of source language. For example, the English idiom *First with the first* is preferably translated into Arabic as (أولئك بأول).

2. Using similar meaning but dissimilar form: it is to convey the intended meaning while presenting the same original effect. For example, the English idiom *Jack of all trades but master of non*” is preferably translated into Arabic as (سبع صنائع وبخت ضايع).

3. Paraphrasing the idiom: it is to convey the implied meaning of the idiom expression without maintaining its idiomatic quality. Examples may include (Keep his finger on the pulse) to be translated as (يراقب الوضع بدقة).
To conclude, research into idiomatic translation indicated that it is a challenging area and it is important to employ useful skills and strategies in order to translate an idiom into another language accurately without losing their actual meaning.

2.7. Commentary

The main theoretical focus of this study was on reviewing related literature on culture, cultural awareness, relationship among language and culture, idioms as a culture-based language expression, color idioms, and the nature of idiomatic translation. The aforementioned related studies made the researcher convinced that language is one of the main social carriers of culture. Idioms, one of the prevailed language expressions with distinctive national cultural features, are often used regularly by language learners in normal communications and worth noting in the context of cultural awareness development. The meaning of idioms was believed in related literature to be arbitrary, and accurate translation is highly required.

Added to this, despite their high frequency of use, limited research has been done on how to teach and learn color idioms, although viewed by many researchers as a central element to the English language. Also, the researcher concluded that although non-specialist students of English, can make use of translation of color idiom in developing their cultural awareness as translation helps them to be sensitive to cultural differences. Based upon, the researcher found that it is important to provide non-specialist students of English a proposed instructional unit on color idioms, and to investigate its effectiveness on the development of cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation.

III. Methodology

This part declares the research design, hypotheses, sampling, instruments, and procedures of data collection and analysis followed throughout the current study.

3.1. Design

This study has employed two methods. First and foremost, a descriptive analytical method was used to investigate cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation among non-specialist students of English. The second one was an experimental method with a one-group pretest-posttest design in which the dependent variables (cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation) are measured once before the independent variable (the proposed unit based on translation of color idioms in English) is implemented and once after it is implemented.

3.2. Hypotheses

This study attempted to verify the following research hypotheses:
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Hypothesis One: There is a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the experimental group students in both the pre-application and post-application of the scale on cultural awareness skills, in favor of the post applications.

Hypothesis Two: There is a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the experimental group students in the pre-application and post-application of the scale on their attitudes toward translation, in favor of the post applications.

Hypothesis Three: The proposed unit on color idioms is statistically significant in developing cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation of the experimental group students.

3.3 Sampling

The population contributed to this study were (76) non-specialist students of English, enrolled in the second level of all departments except the English Department, in the general and basic divisions, at Port Said faculty of education in the first semester of the academic year (2020-2021). For the purposes of the current study, the participating sample included only (22) non-specialist students of English, randomly assigned as the experimental group. All participants were Arabic native speakers. There ages ranged from (19.1 / 20.4). The one-group experimental design was necessary: (i) due to the researcher’s limited time, (ii) in order to maintain a large focus on the participating sample, and (iii) to ensure that the participating group as a whole was receiving the best possible learning experiences.

3.4 Instruments

The instruments used in this study were;

1- A scale on participants’ cultural awareness skills.
2- A scale on participants’ attitudes toward translation.

All instruments used were written and edited in the English language. To make data collection easier, all of the above-mentioned instruments were prepared and implemented by the researcher himself and presented to the participating sample in a paper format.

Before the treatment, a pre-application of the two scales was implemented. Later, the proposed unit based on translation of color idioms in English was instructed as an extracurricular activity for the experimental group students. It took five weeks. In every week, students were receiving two sessions, each lasted for two hours of training on color idioms and completed different translation activities. When completed, all students in the experimental group were given a post-application of the two scales, which both were the same as in the pre-applications. Their results in the pre-applications and post-applications were collected and contrasted to each other in order to check the progress of the participating sample owing to the use of the proposed unit.
3.4.1. The Pre-Post Scale on Cultural Awareness Skills.

With concern to the study problem, the scale on participants’ cultural awareness skills was prepared by the researcher, aiming to measure the development of these skills among the study participants owing to the use of the proposed unit based on translation of color idioms in English. Further, the scale was prepared with concern to varied resources, including (i) previous related studies such as Farooq, et al., (2018), Abdzadeh (2017), Abushihab (2016), Bowman, et al., (2016), Alsamani (2014), Lawson-Davenport (2014), Kourova & Modianos (2013), Tomalin & Stempleski (2013), Byram (2012), and Shemshadsara (2012). Adapting one of the scales proposed in previous related studies was not preferable due to many factors outside of the researcher’s control, including inapplicability in the local Egyptian educational environment, extensive time required to fill in the scale, variation of the target population, scale instructions’ lack of clarity, exaggerated number of items, and inadequate sequence of items. Added to previous related studies, the suggestions and pieces of advice presented a qualified group of by professors and assistant professors, specialized in curricula & instruction, TEFL and Educational Psychology had actually helped the researcher form better items. Additionally, the researcher’s own personal expertise as an EFL language instructor influenced forming the final wording of the scale items in an easy-to-understand and satisfactory way.

The scale generally consisted of two parts. The first part was devoted to gather information about the participants’ background information including an introduction to define it’s the scale goal, general instructions on application method, and how a participant can record responses and data. In this regard, this part asked every participant to provide an informed consent to fill in the scale. Additionally, this part made clear to the participating sample that it is not allowed to reveal any participant’s name or domicile in order to safeguard their anonymity.

The second part provided the items designed to elicit participants’ reactions toward reflective thinking skills. The scale items were distributed as a 4-point Likert scale (Every Time / Often / Rarely / Never). The degrees assigned were (4 / 3 / 2 / 1) respectively. The initial form of the scale included (67) items, calculated as a whole to obtain the total score of each participant, ranging between (67 / 268) degrees. A higher score implies a high level of cultural awareness skills of non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education, and vice versa.

In the light of the findings of previous related studies, the initial form of the scale items was distributed into six dimensions as follow:

1. **Communicative competence**: capability of using verbal and nonverbal responses to suit the cultural context.
2. *Respect for Cultural Differences*: understanding and demonstrating respect for culturally specific behaviors of others with different cultural and cognitive styles.

3. *Interaction Confidence*: to believe in cultural difference between own culture and other cultures, and to accept the realities concerning it.

4. *Interaction Enjoyment*: feelings of enjoyment and satisfaction in a particular cultural context.

5. *Synergistic competence*: To understand that cultural differences can be both problematic and beneficial, and to be open to new alternatives/solutions.

6. *Participatory competence*: to derive a culture with a shared values with others.

To help the scale provide richer answers to the research questions, significant aspects were taken into consideration in the formulation and order of the scale items, including: (i) to clearly explain the way of answering, (ii) the items were carefully and precisely worded, (iii) to use proper and simple items to avoid misunderstanding or potential confusion, and (iv) to arrange the items in a reasonable sequence.

To ensure the scale validity, its initial form, consisting of (67) items of six dimensions, was submitted to an expert panel formed of (9) professors and assistant professors specialized in the fields of TEFL, Curricula & Instruction, and Educational Psychology. Such a procedure was critical and meaningful to ensure that the scale is of high quality, the items are reliably observed and evaluated, and the scale is targeted to measure exactly and properly what is intended. The percentages agreement among the panel members ranged (87.9 % -100 %) on all the scale items, suggesting that the scale items have relatively high validity. However, they provided some suggestions and modifications concerning the scale length, items vagueness and appropriateness. All modifications suggested by the panel members were made. Table 3.1 shows the distribution of the scale items included in the final form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions of Skills</th>
<th>Total Items</th>
<th>Relative Weights</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicative competence</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>1/2/14/23/29/30/47/48/53/54/65/66/67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for Cultural Differences</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>7/8/17/21/35/36/43/44/59/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Confidence</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>5/6/16/22/25/26/37/38/49/50/61/62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction Enjoymt</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>14.9</th>
<th>9/10/15/24/31/32/45/46/55/56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synergistic competence</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>3/4/18/19/33/34/41/42/51/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participatory competence</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>11/12/13/20/27/28/39/40/57/58/63/64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>%100</td>
<td>67 ITEMS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scale was piloted with a group (N=20) of non-specialist undergraduate English students at Port Said faculty of education similar to and out of those participating in the study. The scale had a Cronbach reliability index of 0.85, implying a relatively high reliability. Regarding the scale internal consistency, all the correlation coefficients were significant at (α ≤0.01) level, ranging from (0.34) to (0.89), implying a relatively high internal consistency.

As for the items’ difficulty and discrimination, the computed correlation coefficients ranged from (0.28) to (0.80), implying the scale is free of very difficult or very easy items, and able to distinguish students of weak, moderate and strong levels of cognitive achievement. Additionally, (70) minutes was found as a suitable time for administering the scale, in addition to other (5) minutes for reading the scale instructions. Appendix (B) presents the final form of the scale.

3.4.2 The Pre-Post Scale on Participants’ Attitudes toward translation.

The aim of this scale was to identify the development of non-specialist students of English’ attitudes toward translation among the study participants owing to the use of the proposed unit based on translation of color idioms in English. Investigating such attitudes is critical to recognize the state of English education for non-specialist students of English, as well as to predict students’ future choices to act accordingly.

In this regard, this scale was prepared with concern to the scales proposed in past literature, including Habeeb, Ahmed & Abu el-Reesh (2016), Mekheimer (2012), El-Tantawi (2011), Dahroug (2007), and Teleiba (2004). Although these related studies have made great contributions in this concern, it was preferred to develop a new scale for the fear of their scales’ unsuitability for application in a local Egyptian educational environment. Additionally, some colleagues specialized in the fields of TEFL and Educational Psychology at Port Said faculty of education provided considerable suggestions and comments that were very helpful.

In general, the scale was divided into two parts in line with the current research purposes. The first part required participants to provide diverse background information, such as their names (optional), gender, age, and
so forth. The second part provided the study participants items designed to elicit their perspectives regarding their profession as EFL future potential teachers.

The initial proposed scale included a series of (60) items. A Likert scale with 2 points (Agree/Disagree) was used. This type is the simplest form of Likert scales, providing no neutral options, was necessary to help make the scale easy and not complicated, and avoid leaving the participants unsure of how accurately to answer the items. The degrees assigned were (2 /1) respectively, calculated as a whole to obtain the total score of each participant, ranging between (60 /120) degrees. A higher score indicates a high level of attitude towards the English subject among non-specialist students, and vice versa. The aim of the proposed scale was to evaluate the level of four main dimensions of non-specialist students’ attitudes toward translation, as follow:

1- Personal perspective of translation significance,
2- Personal perspective of interest in translation,
3- Personal perspective of translation instruction, and
4- Personal estimation of translation capabilities.

To help the scale achieve its intended purposes, the following were considered: (1) to clearly explain the way of answering, (2) the items were carefully and precisely worded, (3) to use proper items to avoid misunderstanding or potential confusion, and (4) to arrange the items in a reasonable sequence. To help establish the scale face and content validity, the initial form, consisting of (60) items of four dimensions, was reviewed by an expert panel of nine education experts in the fields of TEFL, Curricula & Instruction, and Educational Psychology in terms of items’ quality, clarity, preciseness, sequence, suitableness, and potential to measure exactly and properly what is intended. The percentages agreement among the panel members ranged (86.4 % -100 %) on all the scale items, implying that the scale items have relatively high validity. According to the panel’s feedback, views and suggestions, the scale was revised, refined and modified to form its final form with 57 items (as three items were deleted), with four dimensions, and a score ranging between (57 /114) degrees of each participant, as shown in table (3.2).
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Table 3.2: Distribution of Items in the Scale Final Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions of Attitudes</th>
<th>Total of Items</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>translation instruction</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2-3-17-18-24-25-32-33-36-37-41-46-51-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>translation capabilities</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6-7-10-11-14-21-28-29-34-38-54-55-56-57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the scale was piloted with a group (N=20) of non-specialist undergraduate English students at Port Said faculty of education similar to and out of those participating in the study. The test had a Cronbach reliability index of 0.87., implying a relatively high reliability. Regarding the scale internal consistency, all the correlation coefficients were significant at (α ≤0.01) level, ranging from (0.16) to (0.80), implying a relatively high internal consistency.

As for the items’ difficulty and discrimination, the computed correlation coefficients ranged from (0.24) to (0.88), implying the scale is free of very difficult or very easy questions, and able to distinguish students of weak, moderate and strong levels of cognitive achievement. Additionally, (55) minutes was found as a suitable time for administering the scale, in addition to other (5) minutes for reading the scale instructions. Appendix (C) presents the final form of the scale.

3.5. The Proposed Unit based upon on Translation of Color Idioms in English.

The proposed unit based on translation of color idioms in English was designed to cover significant areas in instruction and translation of color idioms in English that represent values, beliefs, customs and social traditions prevailed in the western culture, and may / or may not have equivalents in the Arabic culture, in a way that ensures providing the participating sample with the best EFL learning experiences that can sharpen their culture awareness skills and increase their positive attitudes toward translation. This design stood on objectives of the present study, the nature of the research population, and the findings of related research studies such as Alotaibii (2020), Farooq, et al., (2018), Abdzadeh (2017), Abushihab (2016), Bowman, et al., (2016), Alsamani (2014), Salim & Mehavesh (2013), Al-Adaileh (2012), Guineg (2012), Liu (2012), Xin (2012), Ahmadi & Ketabi (2011), Dordevic (2009), and Chielens (2007).
Appendix (D) presents a detailed explanation of the proposed unit design. To ensure face and content validity of the proposed unit, an expert panel including (8) experts in the fields of TEFL, Curricula & Instruction, Translation and Educational Psychology reviewed the proposed unit based on translation of color idioms in English in terms of quality, preciseness, sequence, and potential to attain its intended objectives. The expert panel assured the overall suitableness and the relevancy of the proposed unit components.

In order to capitalize the proposed unit outcomes, the following considerations were taken into account during implementation:

1- To balance the proposed unit objectives and students’ educational needs.
2- To review and recognize relevant and similar units, training programs and courses in order to get an adequate knowledge of effective instructional techniques to help students engage in.
3- To possess an adequate knowledge of the rules and structural patterns of varied the culture competence and methods of development in language education classrooms.
4- To possess an adequate knowledge of various personally effective ways to meet the individual differences among students and help them translate color idioms accurately and creatively.
5- To design and carry out the translation tasks and activities in an effective way to ensure that the students, especially demotivated ones, are actively participating.
6- To devote adequate time for instruction, group work and feedback.

3.6. Study Procedures

The consequent procedures were followed to investigate the effect of the proposed unit based on translation of color idioms in English on developing cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation among non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education:

I. Before starting the actual data collection process, it was necessary to carry out a pilot survey (N=20) to ensure validity, internal consistency, reliability of the instruments in order to state that their items are clearly articulated, relevant, straightforward and comprehensive.

II. The target sample was one group randomly selected and assigned as the experimental group (N=22), and treated with proposed unit based on the translation of color idioms in English.

III. The two scales on participants’ cultural awareness skills and their attitudes toward translation were pre-applied on the experimental
group. The mean scores, standard deviations and T. value in the pre-application of the instruments, were computed.

IV. The proposed unit based upon the translation of color idioms in English was instructed for (10) sessions, administered for (5) weeks on the experimental group in the first semester of the academic year 2020 / 2021. Appendix (D) includes a detailed description of sequence of these sessions. In this regard, the following aspects were considered by the researcher during the implementation of the proposed training program:
1- An overview of the instruments, objectives and content of the proposed unit was provided to the trainees.
2- A printed copy of the unit contents and the trainee handout was presented to each trainee.
3- Getting trainees acquainted with the translation activities and tasks was considered.
4- The program timetable set was respected.
5- The scheduled sequence of the proposed unit contents, tasks and activities was abided by the researcher.
6- A theoretical analysis of the targeted cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translations was provided to trainees.
7- A sequence of instructions on the implementation of activities, tasks and drills was delivered to trainees.
8- Effective presentations in PowerPoint and video clips (if necessary) were used to display important information and tips.

V. The two scales on participants’ cultural awareness skills and their attitudes toward translation were post-applied on the experimental group. The mean scores, standard deviations and T. value were computed.

VI. An accurate and appropriate data analysis of the findings was carried out using SPSS.V22.0.

IV. Findings and Conclusion
This part discusses the study findings, significance, implications for EFL teaching practice, recommendations and suggestions for future research.

4.1 Findings and Discussions
The following findings of are outlined in accordance with the research hypotheses:

4.1.1. Results related to the First Hypothesis:
The first hypothesis states, “There is a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the experimental group students in both the pre-application and post-application of the scale on cultural awareness
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skills, in favor of the post applications”. To verify such a hypothesis, the mean scores, standard deviations and T. value of the experimental group students in the pre-application and post- application of the scale on cultural awareness skills were computed using Paired T. Test, as shown in table (4.1).

Table (4.1): Mean scores, standard deviations and T. value of the experimental group students in the pre-application and post- application of scales on cultural awareness skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>T. Value</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cultural awareness skills</td>
<td>Pre-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>75.15</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>172.11</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>82.30</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident from the table above that the values of "T" are statistically significant at the level of 0.01, where T. value was 82.30, indicating a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the experimental group students in the pre-application and post- application of the scale on cultural awareness skills, in favor of the post applications. Thus, the first hypothesis is verified.

The above finding corroborates the findings of other related research studies that investigated the issue of the relationship between idioms and the cultural competence and indicated the possible contribution of teaching color idioms as a tool for the development of cultural awareness skills, including the findings of Farooq, et al., (2018), Abdzadeh (2017), Abushishib (2016), Bowman, et al., (2016), Alsamani (2014), Lawson-Davenport (2014), Kourova & Modianos (2013), Tomalin & Stempleski (2013), Byram (2012), Shemshadsara (2012), and Ahmadi & Ketabi (2011). These aforementioned studies shared a belief that instruction of idiomatic expressions, including color idioms, can provide the foreign language learners help to deal successfully with their lack of knowledge of cultural and historical contexts.

A possible interpretation given to explain this finding might be that the proposed unit on color idioms has a significant role in enhancing the close link between idioms and the cultural competence of language learners. To accurately interpret and adequately understand idioms, involving color ones, language learners have to know the culture where these idioms are used, or at least their origins, either historical, social or even religious ones. Another possible interpretation might be that the activities, materials, resources and active training environment created while teaching the proposed unit based on color idioms has helped the trainees acquire the actual cultural awareness skills they need.
4.1.2. Results related to the Second Hypothesis:

The second hypothesis states, “There is a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the experimental group students in the pre-application and post-application of the scale on their attitudes toward translation, in favor of the post applications”. To verify such a hypothesis, the mean scores, standard deviations and T. value of the experimental group students in the pre-application and post-application of the scale on attitudes toward translation were computed, as shown in table (4.2).

Table (4.2): Mean scores, standard deviations and T. value of the experimental group students in the pre-application and post-application of scales on attitudes toward translation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>T. Value</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attitudes toward translation</td>
<td>Pre-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40.33</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>37.44</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Statistically Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>100.55</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident from the table above that the values of "T" are statistically significant at the level of 0.01, where T. value was 37.44, indicating a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the experimental group students in the pre-application and post-application of the scale on attitudes toward translation, in favor of the post applications. Thus, the second hypothesis is verified.

The above finding corroborates the findings of other related research studies that investigated the issue of translating idiomatic expressions in general, and color idiomatic expressions in particular, and its usual role in meeting some difficulties that are hard to overcome without translation, including Habeeb, Ahmed & Abu el-Reesh (2016), Mekheimer (2012), El-Tantawi (2011), Dahroug (2007), and Teleiba (2004). These aforementioned studies recognized that translation as a bridge to overcome communication barriers between different cultures. Translation presents a solution to the problem of “equivalent culture meaning” of a given idiom.

A possible interpretation of this finding might be that the proposed unit has included authentic materials that facilitated class interactions and communication. Additionally, the included tasks of, problem-solving activities, frequent quizzes, and step-by-step feedback encouraged deeper learning and understanding of the participating sample, leading them to feel more in control of their own learning. A third possible interpretation might be that the proposed unit has emphasized an individual’s interest to complete translation tasks, resulting in greater confidence.
4.1.3. Results related to the Third Hypothesis:

The third hypothesis states, “The proposed unit on color idioms is statistically significant in developing cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation of the experimental group students”. To verify such a hypothesis, Blake Modified Gain Ratio was used to recognize the proposed unit effectiveness in developing the intended cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation of the experimental group students, as shown in Table (4.3).

Table (4.3): Results of Blake Modified Gain Ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Pre-Application Mean scores</th>
<th>Post-Application Mean scores</th>
<th>Gain Ratio</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td>75.15</td>
<td>172.11</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>40.33</td>
<td>100.55</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (4.3) indicates the effectiveness of the proposed unit based on color idioms in developing the intended cultural awareness skills of non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education. Data analysis resulted that mean scores were (172.11) for the experimental group. Using the Blake Modified Gain Ratio revealed that gain ratio was (1.25), a value larger than (0.05) indicating that the effect size of the proposed unit concerning the development of the intended cultural awareness skills was large. Added to this, Table (4.3) indicates the effectiveness of the proposed unit based on color idioms in developing positive attitudes among non-specialist students of English at Port Said Faculty of Education toward translation. Data analysis resulted that mean scores were (100.55) for the experimental group. Using the Blake Modified Gain Ratio revealed that gain ratio was (1.33), a value larger than (0.05) implying that the effect size of the proposed unit concerning the development of attitudes toward translation was large. Based upon, the third hypothesis is verified.

The above finding corroborates the findings of other related research studies Alotaibii (2020), Al-Adaileh (2012), Ahmadi, S & Ketabi, S. (2011). El-Tantawi (2011), Chielens (2007), and Wunderle (2006). A possible interpretation of this finding might be that the included tasks, activities and learning experiences, as opposed to traditional ones, provided multiple opportunities for the participating sample to delve into cultural awareness skills into deeper levels. A second possibility is that the proposed unit based on teaching color idioms in English was engaging, relevant, and giving the trainees good chances to organize their ideas in a logical and coherent manner. A third possible interpretation of this finding might be that the objectives and scope of the proposed unit were clearly defined, and its periodic feedback during training was positive. Seemingly, these aspects
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urged the participating sample to be continually interested, focused during practicing the included tasks and activities.

4.2. Pedagogical Implications

Several pedagogical implications can be drawn from the present study. For instance, EFL textbooks devoted for non-specialist students should introduce more color idioms in EFL textbooks and provide adequate chances for students to think about color idioms and their meanings. Also, it may be beneficial for EFL teachers to use visuals and conversations to help students understand how the color idioms can be used in real-life situations and everyday communications with other individuals with diverse cultural backgrounds. Added to this, it may be beneficial to compare and contrast color idiomatic expressions prevailed in the English and Arabic cultures to help their students be familiar with the idioms they do not know, and get them comfortable with understanding and using the ones they know. Further, it may be beneficial for EFL students to learn and practice color idiom to make them sound more like native speakers of English. Lastly, EFL researchers should be aware that learning and teaching color idioms can be problematic, particularly when using translation activities as their uses, meanings, and contexts vary widely from one culture to another.

4.3. Delimitations

Delimitations are a part of every study. This study, in a certain extent, acknowledges some delimitations that may restrict its conclusions. For instance, it was hard to identify, realize and determine all types of English color idioms suitable and relevant for the non-specialist students of English. Added to this, this study was confined to one group of non-specialist students of English (N=22) due to the consequences of Covid-19, the researcher’s limited time, the researcher’s intent to maintain a large focus on the participating sample, and the researcher’s intent to ensure that the participating group as a whole was receiving the best possible learning experiences. It would be better to investigate the study variables among a larger sample of non-specialist students of English. Additionally, the dependent variables of this study were confined to cultural awareness skills and attitudes towards translation. It would be better to include other influential variables such as age, scientific specialization or gender of students.

4.4. Conclusion

The aim of the study was to analyze the effect of teaching a proposed unit based on translation of color idiomatic expressions in English into Arabic on the development of students’ cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation. The analysis of the data demonstrates that color idioms are problematic as well as beneficial, as varying widely in their uses and
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meaning from one culture to another, providing students more chances to delve deeper into how ideas, values, customs, feelings and arts are structured collectively in a specific culture. In other words, learning color idioms through a well-constructed instructional unit, as the one proposed in this study, can develop students’ cultural awareness and attitudes towards translation use because learning color idioms can provide learners more knowledge of social customs, habits, politics, literary, and religious beliefs of people in other cultures. It is worthwhile noting that the proposed unit was presented in this study with suitable teaching materials and considerable tasks of translation to get students engaged in the learning activities that were likely to achieve the intended outcomes of the study. Overall, the four hypotheses put forward in the present study were borne out, revealing a substantial impact of the proposed unit on the development of cultural awareness skills and attitudes toward translation of the participating sample. These findings were supported by a number of prior studies such as those undertaken by Alotaibii (2020), Farooq, et al., (2018), Abdzadeh (2017), Abushihab (2016), Bowman, et al., (2016), Alsamani (2014), Al-Adaileh (2012), El-Tantawi (2011), and Chielens (2007).

4.5. Recommendations
Based on the findings of the study, the following are recommended:

- To encourage non-specialist students of English should possess a good vocabulary on both English and Arabic to understand meanings of color idioms.
- To urge EFL teachers to devote more attention to cultural awareness skills, and explore the ways in which color idioms can be more memorable to their students.
- To further research strategies used by language learners to shift from the surface meaning of a given idiom to its deep meaning.
- To expose non-specialist students of English to a lot of idiomatic translation practices to overcome the difficulties they have in dealing with other people belonging to other cultures.

4.6. Suggestions for Further Research
Based on the findings of the study, the following studies are suggested:

- To carry out further research on the strategies EFL students use to better learn and comprehend the meanings of the color idioms.
- To investigate effect of the teacher’s role as a language facilitator in the development of cultural awareness of students.
- To carry out the same research using a large sample of individuals from different backgrounds and different universities.
- To investigate the role of context on interpreting color idioms’ meanings.
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